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1. I NTRODUCTION

Abstract— This paper describes an approach to assuring the
reliability of autonomous systems for Astronaut-Rover (ASRO)
teams using the formal verification of models in the Brahms
multi-agent modelling language. Planetary surface rovers have
proven essential to several manned and unmanned missions to
the moon and Mars. The first rovers were tele- or manuallyoperated, but autonomous systems are increasingly being used
to increase the effectiveness and range of rover operations on
missions such as the NASA Mars Science Laboratory. It is
anticipated that future manned missions to the moon and Mars
will use autonomous rovers to assist astronauts during extravehicular activity (EVA), including science, technical and construction operations. These ASRO teams have the potential
to significantly increase the safety and efficiency of surface
operations. We describe a new Brahms model in which an autonomous rover may perform several different activities including assisting an astronaut during EVA. These activities compete
for the autonomous rover’s “attention” and therefore the rover
must decide which activity is currently the most important and
engage in that activity. The Brahms model also includes an astronaut agent, which models an astronaut’s predicted behaviour
during an EVA. The rover must also respond to the astronauts
activities. We show how this Brahms model can be simulated
using the Brahms integrated development environment. The
model can then also be formally verified with respect to system
requirements using the SPIN model checker, through automatic
translation from Brahms to PROMELA (the input language
for SPIN). We show that such formal verification can be used
to determine that mission- and safety-critical operations are
conducted correctly, and therefore increase the reliability of
autonomous systems for planetary rovers in ASRO teams.

Planetary surface rovers have proven essential to several
manned and unmanned missions to the moon and Mars. The
first rovers were tele- or manually-operated, but autonomous
systems are increasingly being used to increase the effectiveness and range of rover operations on missions such as
the NASA Mars Science Laboratory [1]. It is anticipated
that future manned missions to the moon and Mars will use
autonomous rovers to assist astronauts during extra-vehicular
activity (EVA), including science, technical and construction operations. These ASRO teams have the potential to
significantly increase the safety and efficiency of surface
operations [2], [3], [4].
In this paper we examine an ASRO team scenario in which
an autonomous rover performs (i) teamwork operations to
directly and indirectly assist an astronaut in a variety of activities, and (ii) solo operations when the astronaut is otherwise
engaged, e.g., during rest periods. Our analysis is based on
a formal model of the scenario written in Brahms [5], [6],
a general-purpose multiagent workflow language developed
at NASA Ames Research Center, and used previously for
ASRO team modelling as part of the NASA Mobile Agents
Architecture [7]. We describe a new Brahms model in which
an autonomous rover may perform several different activities including assisting an astronaut in geological surveys,
carrying tools and materials for an astronaut during habitat
maintenance and construction, solo geological surveying,
habitat integrity monitoring, and recording video to document
astronaut EVA. These activities compete for the autonomous
rovers “attention” and therefore the rover must decide which
activity is currently the most important and engage in that
activity. The Brahms model also includes an astronaut agent,
which models an astronaut’s predicted behaviour during an
EVA. The rover must also respond to the astronaut’s activities.
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We show how this Brahms model can be simulated using
the Brahms integrated development environment. The model
can then also be formally verified with respect to system
requirements using the SPIN model checker [8], through
automatic translation from Brahms to PROMELA (the input
language for SPIN). The automatic translation is based on
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for planetary outpost assembly. Heiskanen et al. [13] developed a dynamic mobile robot simulator for astronaut–rover
teams using a centaur-like robot. Fong & Nourbakhsh [14]
describe an approach to developing human–robot teams for
space exploration. However, none of these papers use formal
verification to determine the reliability of ASRO teams, as we
do here.
This paper is based on our previous work on Brahms for
astronaut–rover teams and multiagent modelling and verification. Sierhuis et al. [7] used Brahms as the basis of the
Mobile Agents Architecture at NASA Ames Research Center,
which enabled the autonomous operation of rovers, spacesuits
and habitats in a simulated Mars environment. Stocker et
al. [15] used Brahms to model and formally verify human–
robot teamwork for domestic robotic assistants based on a
formal semantics of the Brahms language [16]. Webster
et al. [17] used Brahms to model and formally verify the
behaviour of a domestic robotic assistant deployed at the
University of Hertfordshire. Bordini et al. [18] described
an approach to formal verification of Brahms models of
human–robot teams through translation into the Jason agent
programming language. However, this paper is the first use
of formal verification to analyse the behaviour of Brahms
multiagent systems for ASRO teamwork.

Figure 1. Astronaut, rover and habitat on Apollo 17 [10].
a formalisation of the semantics of the Brahms modelling
language [16], and system requirements are formalised using
linear temporal logic [9]. We show that such formal verification can be used to determine that mission- and safety-critical
operations are conducted correctly, and therefore increase
the reliability of autonomous systems for planetary rovers
in ASRO teams. The Brahms control software developed in
this way, and assessed at this higher level of integrity, can
then be translated to resilient, effective, and correct software
agents that can directly control the rover. These high-level
agent control systems can additionally be formally verified in
the practical robotic context, providing further assurance and
confidence.

2. M ODELLING A STRONAUT–ROVER T EAMS
Brahms is a general-purpose multiagent workflow language.
Multiagent systems allow autonomous systems to be specified in terms of multiple interacting autonomous agents.
Brahms models generally consist of a set of agents. Each
agent consists primarily of workframes and thoughtframes,
in which the agent’s behaviours are defined. Agents also
possess beliefs which represent their current view of the
world. The actual state of the world may also be encoded
using facts. Facts and beliefs in Brahms resemble typical
programming language variables such as Booleans and integers. Workframes are triggered by a Boolean guard that,
when true, will cause a sequence of deeds to be performed.
These deeds can include belief modifications, communication, movements and primitive activities. Communication
allows beliefs to be sent between agents. Agents can also
possess beliefs about other agents’ beliefs. Movements take
place with reference to an optional geography defined in the
Brahms model. Both movements and primitive activities
can take a variable amount of time set within minimum and
maximum parameters. Thoughtframes are special cases of
workframes in which there are no activities or movement, but
during which deductions can take place based on information
received by an agent. Brahms is supported by the Brahms
Composer integrated development environment (IDE) which
allows agents to be compiled, simulated, debugged and analysed (see Figure 2).

This paper contributes the following:
•
•

•

•

A methodology to assure the reliability and correctness of
autonomous rover behaviour within astronaut–rover teams.
A high-level Brahms model of an astronaut–rover team scenario in which the rover autonomously assists the astronaut
in a range of tasks.
Formal verification of key requirements of the autonomous
rover within the scenario, encoded as logical properties that
are used during model checking.
The potential to extend this model to control simulated or
real-life rovers using a Brahms–Java interface.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the astronaut–rover scenario and show how it was
modelled using Brahms. Section 3 describes the formal verification technique used to assess the reliability and correctness of the rover’s behaviour within the ASRO team. Finally,
in Section 4 we provide conclusions and discuss directions for
future work. We end this section with an overview of related
work.

A Brahms model of an astronaut–rover team was developed
based on a scenario in which an astronaut and a rover work
together to conduct science and construction activities at a
newly-established outpost on a planetary surface such as the
moon or Mars. The outpost consists of a habitat which
allows the astronaut to rest and work without the use of a
spacesuit, and an EVA area in which the astronaut and rover
work together. Astronaut–Rover (ASRO) team operations
within the scenario are based on the first field experiments of
simulated ASRO teams conducted by the NASA Ames and
Johnson Research Centers in the Mojave Desert in 1999 [2].
Specifically, the rover is used in the following roles, adapted

Related Work
Astronaut–rover teams were first used in practice on the
Apollo 15, 16 and 17 missions (see Figure 1). The lunar
roving vehicle used minimal autonomy: an autonomous
guidance system would continually monitor and report the
direction and distance to the lunar module “habitat”. More
recently, ASRO teams have been simulated and analysed
for use in future space exploration missions. Ransan &
Atkins [11] describe a multiagent planning system for distributing tasks to astronaut-rover teams. Medina et al. [12]
describe the development of a prototype autonomous rover
2

Figure 2. Simulation of the Brahms astronaut–rover model using the Brahms Composer IDE.
for use in our scenario:
1. Rover as a scout: the rover examines the traverse area to find
potential favourable sites for geological surveying.
2. Rover as a video coverage assistant: the rover is used to document the astronaut’s activity during extra-vehicular activity
(EVA), i.e., activity outside the habitat.
3. Rover as a field science assistant: the rover assists the
astronaut during a geological survey, by collecting and documenting samples identified by the astronaut.
4. Rover as a field technical assistant: the rover is used to carry
tools and materials for construction activity undertaken by the
astronaut.

1. Maintenance and construction of structures, e.g., for extending the habitat or expanded science experiments.
2. Video EVA, in which the astronaut requests the rover to video
them while they perform an activity, e.g., to document the
completion of a key mission objective.
3. Geological surveying, in which the astronaut collects rock
samples and is assisted by the rover.
4. Returning to the habitat from the work or survey areas.
5. Leaving and entering the habitat.
6. Miscellaneous behaviour. The astronaut may wish to conduct
activities that do not directly involve the rover. In this case the
astronaut can “dismiss” the rover to perform solo activities for
a period of time.
The Brahms model consists of three agents: the Astronaut, the Rover, and the Campanile Clock. The latter
agent is used to help maintain a consistent definition and
flow of time within the model by sending regular updates
to agent regarding the current time. The astronaut agent
consists of workframes corresponding to the behaviours
described above. For example, the following workframe,
wf considerPerformConstruction specifies how the astronaut agent chooses to perform a construction activity:

In addition, our scenario includes the following roles:
5. Rover as a monitor: the rover monitors the astronaut during
potentially hazardous or interesting activity. In our scenario,
this corresponds to the times within the simulation when the
astronaut leaves (egresses) or enters (ingresses) the habitat
from the external environment, which involves pressurising
or depressurising the habitat airlock.
6. Rover as a guard: the rover performs structural integrity
checks on the habitat during the periods of time in which the
astronaut is inside the habitat.

workframe wf_considerPerformConstruction {
repeat: true;
priority: 99;
when(knownval(Campanile_Clock.time < 9)
and
knownval(current.location != Habitat)
and
knownval(current.
consideredPerformConstruction = false)
)
do {
conclude((current.consideredPerformConstruction
= true));
conclude((current.goalPerformConstruction = true
),bc:25,fc:0);
}
}

The astronaut moves between the habitat and the EVA area on
a typical work day. The rover detects the astronaut’s activities
and responds autonomously to assist the astronaut. During
times that the astronaut does not need or want to be directly
assisted, the rover can conduct solo operations for geological
surveying or habitat monitoring. At the start of the work
day the astronaut leaves the habitat and conducts a number
of surface operations, before retiring to the habitat at the end
of the work day. The astronaut may also return to the habitat
during the work day, if needed. The astronaut may conduct
any of the following behaviours:
3

The first line declares the name of the workframe. The workframe is set to repeat (repeat: true;), which means that
the workframe can be selected by the agent more than once.
The next line sets the priority. Workframes can be prioritised,
with higher priority workframes being selected first. The
when (G) do Ds construct states that when the guard G is true
the deeds Ds should be executed. In this case, the workframe
will execute at any point in the first 8 hours of the work day,
when the astronaut is outside the habitat, and the astronaut
has not previously considered doing construction. When the
workframe executes, the agent updates its beliefs to represent
that it has now considered performing construction, and that
it has a goal to perform construction. The latter belief is
annotated with belief-certainty (bc) and fact-certainty (fc),
which will be described below.

perspective, the exact value of this probability is not relevant.
As long as it is not set to 0% or 100%, and is set to some
other value, the astronaut agent will choose its behaviours
non-deterministically.
As described above, the astronaut agent communicates with
the rover agent by sending it a message saying that it intends
to begin construction. In reality, the astronaut would not necessarily communicate this directly to the rover. For example,
a monitoring system could determine from the astronaut’s
location and behaviour that they are engaged in construction,
and notify the rover on behalf of the astronaut. Either way,
this can be modelled as a message from the astronaut agent to
the rover agent in our model.
When the rover agent receives this message, a workframe,
wf considerAssistConstruction, is triggered.
This is
similar in content to the wf considerPerformConstruction
workframe, and states that once the rover agent believes
that the astronaut agent believes that it has a goal to perform construction, that the rover agent will itself form a
goal about assisting construction. This is then handled by
another workframe, wf assistConstruction, which is similar to wf performConstruction in the astronaut agent, with
one significant difference. The rover’s workframes contain
detectables which allow the rover to interrupt its behaviour if
the astronaut changes their mind and chooses to do something
else. These detectables have the following form:

After the astronaut agent has considered doing construction,
and has chosen to do it, the next step is to actually perform
the construction activity. This is done in the following
workframe:
workframe wf_performConstruction {
repeat: true;
priority: 99;
when(knownval(current.goalPerformConstruction =
true))
do {
announcePerformConstruction();
moveToWorkSite();
performConstruction();
conclude((current.goalPerformConstruction =
false));
}
}

detectable detectGeoSurvey {
when(whenever)
detect((Astronaut.goalPerformGeoSurvey = true),
dc:100)
then abort;
}

This workframe states that when the agent believes that it
has a goal to perform construction, it will communicate with
the rover agent to announce that it has decided to perform
construction. Next, a movement is executed to update the
location of the astronaut to the work site. The following
deed is the primitive activity for “performing construction,”
which is modelled as taking 60 minutes. After construction is
complete, the agent concludes that it no longer has a goal
to perform construction, as construction is now complete.
When the campanile clock agent updates the time for the
astronaut agent, the astronaut agent resets its beliefs above
having considered performing construction, which allows the
wf considerPerformConstruction workframe to be selected
again, potentially allowing the astronaut agent to continue
performing construction.

This detectable states that whenever the rover agent detects
that the astronaut agent has decided to perform a geological
survey, then the rover agent will abort its current activity,
allowing it to respond to the astronaut’s change in behaviour.
The rover agent’s workframes contain up to five detectables
that allow the rover agent to detect various astronaut behaviours and adapt to them.

3. F ORMAL V ERIFICATION
Formal verification describes an approach to verification of
computer systems, processes, and protocols using formal
methods. Formal methods involve mathematical models of
systems which can be analysed using proof-based methods.
The use of proofs gives a higher level of confidence in the
results of the verification than running tests or simulations.
However, there is a trade-off in that formal models can
be time-consuming to construct and automatic proofs often
require large amounts of time and memory to execute.

Earlier we described how the belief to have a goal to perform
construction is updated with a belief-certainty. In this case,
the belief-certainty is set to 25%, which means that there is
a 25% probability that the belief is set to true, and a 75%
probability that the belief will remain false. This means
that there is a 25% probability that the astronaut agent will
actually perform construction. This is to prevent the astronaut
agent from doing construction constantly. Each of the astronaut agent’s behaviours can be selected with a 25% probability, allowing behaviours to be chosen non-deterministically.
Without the use of belief-certainties, the astronaut agent’s
behaviours would be completely deterministic and every run
of the simulation would result in an identical sequence of
behaviours being selected. In order to model our scenario
more accurately it is important that the astronaut agent behaves non-deterministically so we can analyse a range of
possibilities during verification. Note that the probability of
25% was chosen to allow an interesting range of behaviours
to be viewed during simulation. From a formal verification

The approach to formal verification used in this paper is
called model checking. Model checking involves checking
the full state space of a non-deterministic model, and is
therefore described as exhaustive. Model checkers have a
long history of successful use in verification of high-integrity
systems dating back to the early 1980s [19]. We used
the SPIN model checker to verify the astronaut–rover team
described in the previous section. SPIN verifies models
constructed using the process meta-language PROMELA.
PROMELA lets us model systems of concurrently-executing
and communicating automata. It would be possible to construct a PROMELA model of the Brahms model from the
previous section by hand. However this would be laborious
4

and error-prone. Instead we use a software translator called
BrahmsToPromela [15], which lets us automatically translate
Brahms models into PROMELA models. The PROMELA
models can then be formally verified using the SPIN model
checker. Of course, there is a trade-off in using automatic
translation. Automatically-generated models are often larger
and less efficient than manually-generated models, and require more time and memory to verify.

model accurately depicts the behaviour of the astronaut in
our scenario. As mentioned in Section 2, the astronaut
can choose non-deterministically from a range of possible
behaviours. This non-deterministic choice can be validated
using the following properties:

Model checking typically takes place with respect to properties, which are formulae encoded in a logical language.
These properties are based on system requirements. If the
properties can be shown to hold for a model, then we take this
as evidence that the system satisfies its requirements. In our
case, we use linear temporal logic (LTL), which allows the
formalisation of concepts relating to time, e.g., “now and at
all points in the future” (via the 2 operator), “now or at some
point in the future” (3) and “in the next state” ( ) [9]. This
enables formalisation of safety requirements (something bad
never happens, 2¬bad), liveness properties (e.g, something
good eventually happens, 3good) and fairness properties
(e.g., if one thing occurs infinitely often so does another, e.g.,
23send =⇒ 23receive). Using BrahmsToPromela extends
SPIN’s property specification language with a belief operator,
“B”. This allows us to specify that an agent has a belief, e.g.,
BRover x means that the Rover agent believes x is true.

3BAstronaut (goalPerformLeaveHabitat)

(1)

3BAstronaut (goalPerformGeoSurvey)

(2)

3BAstronaut (goalPerformMisc)

(3)

3BAstronaut (goalPerformVideoEVA)

(4)

3BAstronaut (goalPerformReturnToHabitat)

(5)

3BAstronaut (goalPerformConstruction)

(6)

These six properties were formally verified using BrahmsToPromela and SPIN, and were found to hold for the model.
Verification of Mission-Critical Rover Behaviour
Performing solo geological surveys—This requirement concerns the ability of the robot to perform a solo geological
survey when the astronaut does not need the direct assistance
of the rover. This is encoded as follows:

After using BrahmsToPromela to translate the Brahms model
to PROMELA, the property in question is appended to the
file containing the PROMELA model. Next, SPIN is used
to generate ‘C’ code representing a finite state automaton
representing the ASRO teamwork model. This automaton
is then compiled and executed. The results of the execution
reveal whether there are any errors in the model, i.e., cases
where the property is found to not be true. If this is the
case, a counter-example highlighting the error is generated
and exported to a file for later examination. If errors are
found they can usually be traced back to the point in the
Brahms model that caused the problem. This allows bugs to
be fixed before starting the process again. Eventually we aim
to obtain an error-free model that satisfies all of the properties
representing the requirements of the system being modelled.

2

h

BAstronaut (goalPerformMisc) =⇒
3BRover (goalSoloGeoSurvey)

i

(7)

This property states that it is always the case that if the
astronaut agent believes that it is performing a miscellaneous
activity (i.e., an activity that doesn’t require the assistance
of the rover), then the rover will perform a solo geological
survey after a period of time. This property was found to
hold for the model, and therefore this requirement has been
verified.
Assisting astronaut during construction— The rover is required to assist the astronaut during construction tasks. This
is formalised as follows:

The first version of the model was based on a 12 hour work
day in which the astronaut spent eight hours conducting
activities inside and outside the habitat, before retiring to the
habitat at the end of the day. However this model was found
to be too complex to model-check in a reasonable amount
of time. In order to reduce the complexity of the model the
work day was shortened to five hours. This resulted in a
more manageable model that could be model-checked using
less time and memory. This modification of the model was
essentially an abstraction, and reduced the size of the model
by discarding unnecessary details. In this case we discarded
seven hours of the work day in which the astronaut and
rover were simply repeating their non-deterministic choice a
number of times. The primary aim of the formal verification
was to determine the correctness and reliability of the rover’s
responses to the astronaut’s non-deterministic behaviours. By
removing repetitious behaviour in the model we were able to
make the formal verification tractable and achieve the key
aim of verifying the astronaut–rover team and the rover’s
autonomous behaviour. Results of the formal verification of
the Brahms astronaut–rover model are as follows.

2
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BAstronaut (goalPerformConstruction) =⇒
3BRover (goalAssistConstruction)

i

(8)

This property states that it is always the case that if the
astronaut agent believes that it has a goal to start construction,
then the rover agent will form a corresponding goal to assist in
the construction task after a period of time. This property was
found to hold for the model, and therefore this requirement
has been verified.
Verification of Safety-Critical Rover Behaviour
Astronaut monitoring during habitat egress— One of the
rover’s safety-critical requirements is to monitor the astronaut
during high-risk activities, such as habitat egress, which
involves airlock depressurisation. We form the following
property corresponding to this requirement:

Model Validation: Astronaut Behaviour

2

Before we begin to formally verify the autonomous behaviours of the rover, it is important to validate that the
5

h

BAstronaut (goalLeaveHabitat) =⇒
3BRover (cameraStream)

i

(9)

This property states that it is always the case that if the
astronaut decides to leave the habitat, that the rover will
start monitoring by setting the camera stream variable to
true, indicating that a video stream is being sent back to the
habitat (and then back to the ground station for monitoring, if
needed). This property was found to hold for the model, and
therefore this requirement has been verified.

to the astronaut’s behaviour and will assist wherever needed.
When the rover is not needed, for example when the astronaut
has specified that this is the case, or when the astronaut is resting in the Habitat, the rover performs autonomous solo functions including habitat integrity modelling and geological
surveying. We showed that this model could be translated to
PROMELA, the input language for the SPIN model checker,
using a software tool called BrahmsToPromela. Once the
model is translated it is straightforward to use SPIN to modelcheck the PROMELA code representing the Brahms model
of the astronaut–rover teamwork scenario. It was shown that
requirements for key mission- and safety-critical behaviours
could be encoded using linear temporal logic, as well as requirements that were used for validation of the model. These
requirements were found to be satisfied by the PROMELA
code, indicating that the Brahms model on which it was
based was correct with respect to those requirements. Model
checking of the requirements was also shown to be tractable,
requiring ∼ 70 seconds in the worst case.

Habitat monitoring during astronaut rest periods— In our
scenario the rover is required to monitor the integrity of the
habitat while the astronaut is inside. This is the basis for the
following property:

2

h

Astronaut.location = Habitat =⇒
3BRover (goalSoloMonitorHab)

i

(10)

This states that if the astronaut is in the habitat, then the rover
will form a goal to autonomously monitor the habitat. This
property uses the location feature of the Brahms language that
allows each agent to be associated with a particular geographical location identified in the model. This property was found
to hold for the model, and therefore this requirement has been
verified.

Future Work
While this paper establishes an approach to formal verification of high-level descriptions of astronaut–rover teamwork,
there is much that remains to be done. An obvious extension
of the work would be to increase the accuracy of the model
by incorporating even more behaviours for the astronaut and
rover that may conflict and overlap, as would presumably be
the case in a real-life astronaut–rover scenario, or even to
expand the model to include multiple astronauts and rovers.
This would potentially increase the complexity of the model,
and the time and space required to formally verify it. Therefore it may be useful to investigate the use of abstraction
techniques to reduce complexity, e.g., by dividing up the
scenario into different parts, thereby effectively partitioning
the state space. Another way to improve execution times
would be to optimise the BrahmsToPromela software tool,
which is at a relatively early stage of development. Yet
another option would be to use the formal semantics of
Brahms and the parser within the BrahmsToPromela tool to
generate code for a different model checker that has a closer
level of abstraction than SPIN. An obvious choice might be
the Agent JPF model checker, which we have developed in
previous work [20], [21]. Another avenue for future work
would be to modify BrahmsToPromela to translate Brahms
into the input languages of different model checkers that
support probabilistic [22] or real-time model checking [23].

Computational Demands
The computational demands for the properties verified are
given in Table 1. The columns refer to the property number,
the number of states in the model, the maximum depth
reached by the model checker, and the amount of memory
and time used. It can be seen that the six “reachability-style”
properties (1–6) used for model validation were the least
demanding overall. The four other properties for the missionand safety-critical requirements (7–8 and 9–10 respectively)
were more demanding. This is likely to be a result of the more
complex formulae used in these properties, combined with a
need to examine the entire state space in order to demonstrate
that they hold for the model.
Table 1. Computational Demands for Formal
Verification of Properties.
Prop.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

States
650
1, 874
440, 960
18, 475
2, 321
4, 275
1, 348, 495
1, 160, 503
1, 498, 157
1, 105, 121

Depth
1, 298
3, 746
35, 087
16, 691
4, 198
5, 710
37, 569
37, 569
37, 569
37, 569

Mem. (MB)
187
199
3,284
331
202
218
9,420
8,140
10,439
7,762

Time (s)
0.01
0.05
11.7
0.49
0.07
0.12
37.9
31.7
70.3
30.4

This paper uses a high-level model of astronaut–rover teamwork to enable formal verification, but there is much to be
gained from combining this kind of approach with other,
more complex and non-exhaustive, verification methods. For
example, 3D physical simulators like Gazebo1 can be used
to examine the behaviour of robots in much greater detail.
However, simulators can rarely explore the system exhaustively as formal verification does. Likewise, physical realworld tests are even more accurate than simulations, but
can be very costly. We advocate an approach in which all
of these verification methods, as well as hybrid methods
like hardware-in-the-loop can be leveraged together and their
results checked with respect to each other, in a process known
as corroborative verification and validation [24]. In addition,
the Brahms model in this paper could be used to direct the
autonomous behaviour of a real or simulated astronaut–rover
team, e.g., through a Brahms–Java interface using the Robot
Operating System2 .

4. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown how a high-level model
of astronaut–rover teamwork can be constructed using the
Brahms multiagent workflow language, and verified using
the BrahmsToPromela software tool and the SPIN model
checker. The model was based on a scenario in which an
astronaut and a rover worked together in a range of activities
including construction, geological surveys, video EVAs and
miscellaneous activities. The rover responds autonomously

1 http://gazebosim.org/
2 https://www.ros.org/
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